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Retailing has continued to change ever since the earliest times in the late 
nineteenth century of open stalls showing off their wares to sell. 
Technological advances have run in parallel with store development and 
ultimately with the advent of the internet, digital marketing and smart 
retailing. This book is an excellent contribution to contemporary thinking 
and strategies for smart retailing that brings together detailed theoretical 
discussion overlaid with practice in a highly changing and dynamic envi-
ronment. The review of retailing as an innovative sector, the in-store and 
online presence and experience, and challenges that are addressed by the 
smart retailing approach make compelling reading. The inclusion of lux-
ury retailing as a smart subsector is an important contribution to the retail 
environment. The smart store is a here-and-now moment that provides 
readers, academics and practitioners alike a detailed insight into modern 
retailing. The subject of future changes and trends is an interesting vision 
of future smart retailing that makes the book compelling reading.
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Retail is a vital sector of marketing that is being increasingly discussed 
and debated—the final link in distribution channel. And retail has been 
around for a long time—as we discovered when we investigated the ori-
gin of points of sale dating back to about 2500 years, the first known 
example of a fixed store in European history (Pantano and Dennis 2017). 
Even 2500 years ago, people went to a specific place surrounded by walls 
and characterized by opening times to buy their stuff. Thus, it seems that 
retailing has been with us for a very long time.

Obviously, retailing has considerably evolved since that time: new 
kinds of stores and layouts, changed formats; modern retail has been fur-
ther impacted by the availability of a massive amount of different tech-
nologies to help consumers in any stage of purchase behavior and to help 
retailers to manage the process more effectively. Indeed, Internet, interac-
tive technologies, mobile, and virtual and augmented reality can all mod-
ify the way we shop and the way retailers sell products. For instance, we 
can order the food for dinner from the mobile/computer and collect at 
our earliest convenience, or virtually try sunglasses before ordering. Some 
online retailers are even testing new methods of home delivery, while oth-
ers allow you to personalize your item in few simple steps and collect in 
store; we can receive personalized offers from our favorite retailers on our 
birthday (special discount or even a free product!).

Preface
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A large number of technological innovations are patented every day 
that retailers can exploit to improve consumers’ experience!

To understand how to manage this new complexity, retailers need new 
professionals and talents with expertise in both retail management and 
technology. Therefore, there is a new challenge in the current competitive 
scenario: how and to what extent can retailers make the best of these 
technological advancements?

The answers are difficult to find but exciting, pushing retailers to be 
innovators—fast movers in the competitive sector, offering something 
better than competitors. With this in mind, we have written this book to 
provide support to retailers who want to compete (successfully), and to 
students and academic staff, by offering a new smart retailing approach, 
emerging from knowledge gained through years of research in retail, 
innovation, and technology management. As passionate and experienced 
researchers in retailing, we have tried to provide a collection of the most 
relevant scientific results, from 2014 when the concept of smart retailing 
appeared for the first time in a scientific publication, to the most recent 
progress with extensions to the concept of the smart store and future 
directions.

We hope that this book will serve as an inspirational guide to all those 
who want to explore new technologies for making retail smart: students, 
academic staff, and researchers, as well as practitioners who can put the 
best research into practice.

Retailing is now more complex than ever before, and new technologies 
are not threats but opportunities, as this book demonstrates. We hope 
that you will enjoy reading this book as much as we enjoyed writing it!

Bristol, UK Eleonora Pantano
London, UK  Charles Dennis
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